FEELING THAT YOUR TICKETING AUTONOMY TO YOUR SUB-AGENCIES !
Consolidator is a web-based solution designed to optimize the consolidation
CONSOLIDATION TTS
business. By providing full ticketing autonomy to non-IATA agencies, and automation and
BUSINESS financial control to the consolidator, it adds value to both parties. TTS Consolidator
respects all the established business rules by ensuring each operation is done on the
IS TIED? respective agency identifier.

Work as
suits
you better
Optimizing
consolidation
business

TTS Consolidator was designed for an easy and intuitive usage in any common web
browser. Multi-language (English, Spanish and Portuguese), TTS Consolidator is the
solution for small, medium and large consolidators and supports Apollo, Galileo and
Worldspan.

Automation lets both parties,
consolidators and non-IATA agencies
focus on business instead of time
consuming processes

Large number of built-in functionalities, resulting in exceptional
flexibility and work speed

Cost effectiveness and better service
to all consolidated agencies

24/7 accessibility lets users work
when and how suits them best

Flexible Flight Search

Risk Free Ticketing Autonomy

Activity Tracking

Supports price and availability search
which allows travel agents to better serve
price and schedule oriented clients.

Non-IATA agency can issue tickets in a totally
autonomous way. Tickets can be issued
against approved credit or using a credit card
enabling risk management per sub-agency.

Consolidator users can easily check their
sub-agencies balance and transactions
history or increase their available credit.

TALK TO US TO
MAKE YOUR
BUSINESS GROW!
Contact us or your local Travelport
sales representative! If you are a

TCS301

non-IATA travel agent, get in touch with
us and we will work together to setup a
demo for your consolidator.

The TTS Consolidator solution allows the non-IATA travel agencies to give their
customers the availability and speed at least equal to their competitors that are IATA.
TTS Consolidator is a turn of the page in the relationship between the non-IATA agency
and the IATA consolidator because allows autonomy to issue tickets 24 hours during 365
days a year, it’s accessible from anywhere with internet connection and quite intuitive
because doesn’t require special training.
Nuno Vargas, Owner at Magnet – Consolidator Services Company
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